One Twenty Four Seymour Place W1H
Penthouse - £4,750,000 leasehold

cluttons.com

Penthouse apartment
over two floors with far
reaching views over the
rooftops of Marylebone.
The apartment is set over two
floors with the living and
entertaining space on the upper
floor to take advantage of the
views which can be enjoyed
through the floor to ceiling
windows and from the terrace.

The apartment has comfort
cooling with integrated
frameless ventilation/AC grilles.

There is plenty of built in
storage and an integrated
washer dryer to the utility
cupboard.
The property is ideally located

close to the West End and
halfway between two of
London’s finest open spaces Regent’s Park and Hyde Park.

The duplex penthouse is set
over the third and fourth floors
of the building. On the upper
floor is an extensive open plan
reception room and kitchen with
dining area and bar. The
terrace is accessed from the
dining area with beautiful views
over Marylebone. The kitchen
has bespoke units, corian work
surfaces and splashback and
there is engineered timber
flooring throughout the living
and entertaining spaces.
The master bedroom has an
en suite bathroom and
dressing room, as well as a
balcony that can be accessed
from the bedroom and the
bathroom of the master suite.
There are two further
bedrooms and bathrooms.
Approximate gross internal area:

1,733 sq ft (161.0 sq m)
Ref: ALB180028
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For further details contact

Scott Joseph
020 7262 2226
scott.joseph@cluttons.com
Aferdita Bytyci
020 7262 2226
aferdita.bytyci@cluttons.com

This is made from FSC certified paper, part of our commitment to use more
sustainable materials. FSC , protecting the world's forests for the future.
Please recycle.

Cluttons LLP for itself and as agent for the vendor or lessor (as appropriate) gives notice that: 1. These particulars are only a general
outline for the guidance of intending purchasers or lessees and do not constitte in whole or in part an offer or a Contract.

2. Reasonable endeavours have been made to ensure that the infomation given in these particulars is materially correct but any
intending purchaser or lessee should satisfy themselves by inspection, searches, enquiries and survey as to the correctness of each
statement. 3. All statements in these particulars are made without responsibility on the part of Cluttons LLP or the vendor or lessor.
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4. No statement in these particulars is to be relied upon as a statement or representation of fact. 5. Neither Cluttons LLP nor
anyone in its employment or acting on its behalf has authority to make any representation or warranty in relation to this property.
6. Nothing in these particulars shall be deemed to be a statement that the property is in good repair or condition or otherwise nor
that any services or facilities are in good working order. 7. Photographs may show only certain parts and aspects of the property
at the time when the photographs were taken and you should rely upon actual inspection. 8. No assumption should be made in
respects of parts of the property not shownin photographs. 9. Any areas, measurements or distances are only approximate. 10.
Any reference to alterations or use is not intended to be a statement that any necessary planning, building regulation, listed
building or any other consent has been obtained. 11. Amounts quoted are exclusive of VAT if applicable.

